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Abstract—Exosphere provides researcher-friendly software for
managing computing workloads on OpenStack cloud infrastruc-
ture. Exosphere is a user-friendly alternative to Horizon, the
default OpenStack graphical interface. Exosphere can be used
with most research cloud infrastructure, requiring near-zero
custom integration work.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, Extreme Science and En-
gineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE), Jetstream Cloud,
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I. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Researchers use cloud services for on-demand and inter-
active scientific computing workloads. Many institutions are
establishing cloud infrastructure and others are increasing
the capacity of their existing clouds. OpenStack [1] is the
operating system which powers many of these research clouds,
including all of the following:
• Recent NSF award recipients: Jetstream 2, Massachusetts
Open Cloud, CloudLab, Chameleon Cloud, and Aristotle
Cloud Federation
• Campus clouds at many research institutions (commis-
sioning now: SUNY Binghamton and Buffalo, University
of Cincinnati, UC Santa Barbara)
• Research clouds at Oak Ridge and Los Alamos National
Laboratories
• International research organizations (CERN, New
Zealand eScience Infrastructure, Australia’s National
eResearch Collaboration Tools and Resources project
(Nectar))
Research cloud services must provide user-friendly inter-
faces in order to broaden adoption within scientific commu-
nities, particularly by researchers who do not have a strong
computational background. Unfortunately, the default user
interface for OpenStack (named Horizon) was developed for
use by IT system administrators. To complete common tasks
(e.g. creating and connecting to a cloud instance), Hori-
zon demands familiarity with firewall security groups, SSH
key pairs, and computer networking. Atmosphere (developed
by CyVerse) [2] is a user-friendly alternative interface to
OpenStack. Atmospheres source code is freely available, but
each Atmosphere deployment requires significant integration
work and approximately one full-time developer in ongoing
maintenance and specialized user support. Most groups that
host research clouds cannot support Atmosphere, so only two
organizations (CyVerse and Jetstream [3], [4]) use Atmosphere
in production. This leaves a gap between the potential of
OpenStack research clouds and scientists’ ability to use them.
II. PROPOSED SOLUTION
We address this problem with Exosphere: a researcher-
friendly interface which lowers the barrier to using powerful
and flexible cloud services. Exosphere is designed to be used
with any OpenStack cloud without custom integration work
or maintenance by the OpenStack system operator. Exosphere
is a client application that communicates with OpenStack
services. The cloud administrator usually does not need to
do anything except provide access to the standard OpenStack
APIs. Exosphere is written with Elm [5], a functional pro-
gramming language for building user interfaces. The same
codebase is usable in a web browser or as a cross-platform
desktop application (currently using the Electron [6] frame-
work). Community members already use Exosphere to access
Jetstream Cloud and CyVerse’s OpenStack infrastructure.
Exosphere can support research computing applications in
many ways, empowering users to create and manage persistent
servers for databases and science gateways, scalable clusters
for scientific computing, classrooms and workshops, and dis-
posable sandbox servers for maximum flexibility in testing and
development work.
A. Goals and values
• Deliver the most user-friendly way to manage workloads
on non-proprietary cloud infrastructure
• Provide a consistent user experience across infrastructures
operated by different organizations
• Empower people to use Exosphere along with other
tools to manage the same resources, with minimal cost
of switching (i.e. make it easy to move away from
Exosphere to other tools, and come back at will)
• Support security-focused workloads
• Promote an open, community-driven development ap-
proach (e.g. user interviews [7] generate issues tagged
with ”Community request” [8])
III. FEATURES
A. Features available now
• Create and manage cloud instances and volumes (Fig. 1,
Fig. 2)
• Delivers on each instance, using Cockpit [9]:
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– One-click terminal, no knowledge of SSH required
– One-click graphical dashboard
• Usable with nearly any OpenStack cloud1
• Completely standalone app, no custom back-end server
required
• Secure defaults:
– No backdoor SSH key needed on instances
– No need for app to have god-mode cloud admin
access
– Small, well-defined set of dependencies and ”moving
parts”
– CI+CD [10] scans app dependencies and alerts on
known vulnerabilities)
B. Non-features
We do not plan to implement the following, as they are
incompatible with the project’s goals.
• Requiring custom (back-end) services to support core
features
• Re-inventing that which is both time-consuming and not
uniquely valuable, e.g.
– User authentication (OpenStack handles this for us,
but see ”Institutional Single Sign-on” below)
– User/resource pools (currently using OpenStack
projects)
C. Planned features
• For users:
– Docker/Singularity container integration (see Chal-
lenges section below)
– Allow user to deploy a graphical desktop envi-
ronment to instances launched from popular Linux
distributions; provide remote graphical session using
(e.g.) Apache Guacamole [11]
– Smoother install/upgrade process for the desktop
version of Exosphere
– Custom workflow/toolchain/stack sharing, which
could include, but is not limited to custom disk
images
• For infrastructure operators, dependent on funding:
– Institutional single sign-on with OpenStack creden-
tial management/leases
– Allocation service and tools
– Reporting tools for operators and principal investi-
gators of projects
– Support/ticketing systems (e.g. Intercom, Zendesk,
Jira)
– On-premises reverse proxy server (when OpenStack
services are behind a firewall)
1Queens release or newer, with service APIs accessible via network from
the user’s device
Fig. 1. Launching a virtual server in Exosphere.
IV. ARCHITECTURE
Exosphere is a simple graphical client for OpenStack. It
does not have back-end services, although proxy servers are
used where needed to provide secure connections to Open-
Stack APIs and services running on users’ instances (Fig. 3).
V. CHALLENGES
A. Same-origin policy
Exosphere communicates with OpenStack REST/HTTP
APIs on behalf of the user, but modern browsers impose the
same-origin policy [12], a security feature which prevents
Exosphere from making these API calls unless the Open-
Stack administrator configures cross-origin resource sharing
[13]. This threatens users’ ability to access any OpenStack
deployment with Exosphere running in a web browser; the
administrator of that OpenStack would need to allow the cross-
origin requests.
We found two workarounds for this issue, to avoid the need
for custom configuration of OpenStack:
• Exosphere can be served alongside a reverse proxy server
[14] which makes OpenStack API calls on behalf of
the client. This introduces a back-end dependency which
is lightweight but still suboptimal, given our goal to
distribute and consume Exosphere as self-contained, stan-
dalone client.
Fig. 2. Exosphere’s Server Details view.
• When Exosphere is packaged as a desktop client using
Electron (rather than served to a web browser), there is no
same-origin policy and no restriction of where the client
makes API calls.
B. Browser-accepted TLS connections to cloud instances
In order to deliver easy, one-click interactivity to a user’s
cloud instances in a secure manner, we must serve content
from users’ instances using a TLS certificate [15] that the
user’s web browser will accept. This is needed for a command-
line shell and graphical desktop session to each instance;
it is also necessary for secure connections to browser-based
interactive tools like JupyterLab.
A service like Let’s Encrypt [16] could support automatic
deployment of certificates to users’ instances, but our attempts
have not succeeded for two reasons.
First, Let’s Encrypt requires the ACME [17] client (i.e. the
Exosphere user’s cloud instance) to demonstrate control of a
public DNS hostname. A DNS record for the instance’s public
IP address can be pre-created by the OpenStack administrator
(perhaps en masse for the entire public IP space of that cloud),
but this frustrates our goal of no administrator configuration
work required in order for Exosphere to be usable with a
given OpenStack cloud. We could require the Exosphere user
to register a domain and create a DNS record (pointing it to
the cloud instance), but that would not be user-friendly.
Second, Let’s Encrypt enforces rate limits [18] which re-
strict the number of certificates obtained per registered domain
(currently 50 per week). If this limit were not imposed, a large
OpenStack provider could pre-create public hostnames for its
entire public IP space in the form of (e.g.) ”instance-128-
196-65-75.example-openstack-cloud.org”, and a user’s cloud
instances could automatically obtain TLS certificates for these
Fig. 3. Exosphere Architecture Diagram.
hostnames at first boot. Under this limit, however, a high-traffic
OpenStack provider would quickly exhaust the 50 certificates
that Let’s Encrypt will issue in a given week for host records
belonging to example-openstack-cloud.org. Unless the cloud
administrator was willing to register many domains (perhaps
one for each public IP address, which would be costly), this
arrangement cannot scale.
A different approach uses a cloud-specific reverse proxy
server, for content served by all Exosphere-launched instances
in that cloud. The proxy server only needs one TLS certificate,
and it can re-terminate TLS for all instances hosted on the
same OpenStack cloud (Fig. 4), so long as the cloud admin-
istrator can assure another malicious user cannot execute a
man-in-the-middle attack [19] on the upstream traffic between
the reverse proxy server and the Exosphere user’s instance.
https://proxy.exo.net/149.165.156.38/12345/cockpit
\___________/ \____________/ \___/\______/
| | | |
proxy svr hostname instance IP port |
|
this part of URL path is passed to the instance
Fig. 4. URL scheme for cloud-specific TLS proxy server.
This has been implemented [20] but is not yet in production.
The team is also exploring other approaches which do not
require a TLS-terminating proxy server at each OpenStack
cloud.
C. Scope and boundaries of Exosphere’s focus
It is important to communicate what Exosphere does and
does not do: Exosphere delivers a user-friendly way to create,
manage, and access virtual computers (, storage, etc.) on
OpenStack clouds, but Exosphere is not currently involved
at the level of applications and analyses that users run on
these cloud resources, especially not after those resources
are created. This delineation of Exosphere’s scope will help
guide domain scientists (who are typically not IT infrastructure
engineers) toward assembling a suite of tools and platforms
that achieve their goals.
There are many emerging ways to build, package, and
distribute scientific computing workloads: Docker, JupyterLab,
and Makeflow, to name a few. As a client for cloud computing,
Exosphere can support researchers’ use of any of these tools
on any cloud infrastructure. It is unresolved which (if any)
of these tools Exosphere should integrate more tightly with,
and what a useful integration would look like. We want to
make Docker/Singularity containers ”first-class citizens” [21]
in Exosphere, but we have yet to determine the best way to
offer this to users.
D. Support for commercial cloud platforms
OpenStack is the dominant open-source, self-hostable cloud
operating system used by many research-focused clouds [22],
but proprietary cloud platforms (e.g. Amazon Web Services,
Google Cloud Platform) now dominate the commercial market
for infrastructure-as-a-service. Many researchers use these
commercial platforms, and some receive discounted credits.
Collaborators at University of Arizona, Indiana University, and
others in the community have expressed strong interest for
Exosphere to support these platforms. Exosphere could help
researchers exploit instance spot pricing and avoid paying for
resources when they are no longer needed.
To build this support would be consistent with the goals
of Exosphere, though it represents a significant increase in
complexity of the application, and it may dilute the devel-
opers’ focus on providing an excellent user experience for
OpenStack. Each commercial cloud platform has its own
proprietary API that Exosphere would need to support, though
there exist projects like Apache Libcloud [23] which try
to abstract over these various APIs, and that may help the
effort. Commercial cloud services like DigitalOcean [24] and
Amazon Lightsail [25] already focus on user-friendliness in
the way that Exosphere does, but there is no equivalent for
the OpenStack ecosystem aside from Exosphere.
E. Support for security-focused workloads
Community members have expressed [26] a desire for
security enhancements to support workloads on sensitive and
regulated data. The Exosphere developers intend for all fea-
tures to be secure by default, but some features (namely
the Cockpit-powered terminal and server dashboard) currently
require users’ instances to be reachable via a public IP address,
and that connectivity is often blocked for sensitive/secure
workloads. Exosphere could be adapted to, e.g., connect to
instances through a hardened bastion host [27], or avoid setting
a local user password for recovery purposes.
Different communities will have different security require-
ments that may, at times, conflict with each other; a modular
and configurable approach is probably necessary in order to
satisfy them.
F. Nomenclature
Researchers from diverse (and often non-computational)
backgrounds use different language to describe the same
concepts. Exosphere should use language that users are most
likely to understand, but it’s often unclear which terms are
most likely to be understood. Does a user create a ”server”,
an ”instance”, or a ”virtual computer”? Does the OpenStack
concept of ”project” match a user’s idea of a ”project”? This
issue is tracked [28] on the Exosphere GitLab project. Likely,
the team will choose the terms that are most likely to be
understood by a wide audience, make them consistent within
the app, and provide a good glossary.
VI. BENCHMARKS
We did a preliminary benchmarking study (Table 1) which
compared Exosphere to Atmosphere and Horizon. We tested
the following:
• The time taken to deploy an instance.
• The number of steps/clicks required to create an instance.
We looked at the time taken from start to finish for the
instance to become accessible. Qualitatively, Exosphere and
Horizon took similar times to provision a usable instance,
depending how the user wishes to access their instance. The
user could log into their Exosphere-launched instance via SSH
(to the floating IP address) at 1 minute or log into their web-
based terminal at 5 minutes. The instance that was launched
via Horizon was available between those times, at 3 minutes.
Atmosphere took 5 times as long (15 minutes) to complete
deployment.
When comparing the number of steps/clicks to provision an
instance on the three platforms, Exosphere and Atmosphere
require fewer clicks compared to Horizon. This is in the best
case where the router, network, subnet, and security groups
are already set up on Horizon. A new user would have to set
up these items before creating an instance, increasing the total
number of clicks and deploy time.
Overall, this is in line with Exosphere’s goal of combining
the ergonomics of Atmosphere with the deployment speed of
Horizon.
We will be collecting more samples using browser automa-
tion and adding the methods and results to a public repository
[29], [30].
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